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Epistemological and Philosophical Bases of Chronobiology
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Abstract: Since chronobiology and medicine is a new science, epistemological and physiological

bases should be clearly established. A scientific concept is important so as to apply this basically

well-developed science to clinical medicine. Non-random and periodic time sequential variables in

biology have been studied to prove the existence of biologic clocks in biology in general. Recent

advances in moming device computer develepment, not only in software but also in hardware, as

applied to clinical medicine, have enabled us to apply this approach to clinical medicine as

chronomedicine.
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Among chronobiologists there is much discus-

sion on the epistemological niche of chrono-

biology, and there have been various dialectical

views on the matter. If it would be inappropri-

ate to say that there is divisiveness within the

discipline, certainly there is a clear disparity of

opinion. Chronobiology is defiRed differently

by different authors. Two such definitions,

however, exemplify the divergent trefids of

thought.

  One states that chronobiology is the "branch

of science which objectively investigates and

quantifies the biologic time structure including

the periodic manifestations of life"i). The

other defines it as "a new methodology in the

studying of biologic temporal structures and

vital periodic phenomena"2).

  To

more
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establish which of these two positions

suitably defines chronobiology, a brief
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disquisitioR on the meaning of the word
science is in order. To this author, science is

the heuristic (reality description) and eidetic

(reality cognition) exploratiolt of phenomena

in their normal and abnorma} expressions.

  Epistemologically, scientific investigation can

be conducted by the analytical (Cartesian) or

systematic (DarwiRian) method. The former

conducts inves£igation by dissec£ing natural

phenomena into elementary components for
measurement, sinr}ulatioR andlor falsification;

the latter explores natural phenomena in their･

complex wholeness. In the systematic
approach, scielttific findings are not based

necessarily on measuremeRt, but on observa-

tion: that is, on mere objective assessment of

phenoineBa. In ti-im, analytical science

rneasurement can be indetermiRistic (i.e. re-

lativistic or Einsteinian), or deterministic (i.e.

quantal or Planckian). IR the aRalytical-

indeterministic conception, the magnitude or

dimension of variable(s) is Rot an entity ex-

isting "a priori" but oRe relative to the system

that geRerates it, varying as a functiok of

dynamic and co-univocal relations with time,

space, mass, aRd energy (see further). In the
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analytical-systematic conception, the magni-

tude or dimension ef variab}e(s) does not vary,

but is a "quantum" of mass, constant in both

isochronous time and in isometric space.
  A scientific system is dually constituted by a

theoretical (logicallspeculative) body and

pragmatic (technicalloperationa}) one. The

theoretical component provides the cencep-

tualization of principles, afid the inherent

philosophical and epistemological bases which

give the systern the status of doctrine. The

pragmatic component presides over the de-

velopmeRt of applicational norms conferring

upon the system the attribute of methodology.

A science that fully complies with the semantic

meaning of the term is thus a discipline which

encompasses priRciples and appropriate
methodologic procedures in the context of a

systematic field of phenomenologic observa-

tion. More specifically, the science which exer-

cises its principles and methods with a non-

applicational intent is defined as basic science.

The science which professes its doctrine and

me£hodology by pursuing operative goals is

defined as applied science.

  The classification befitting chronobiology

can be easily drawn. If we accept the definition

of science given above, there is no doubt that

chronebiology must be regarded as a scientific

discipline in the broadest meaning ofthe term.

To label it a methodology would be incompre-

hensive. Chronobiology claims the full attri-

butes of science in that it presents a) a doctrinal

body whose principles rest on exact philo-

sophic-scientific bases; and b) a methodology

disciplined by mathematical and statistical pre-

tocol. Furthermore, the systematic nature of

the phenomena probed by chronobiolegy can-

not be denied since biologic rhythms are a

fundamental property of liviRg matter. Chro-

nobiology is thus a scieRce, an analytical scien-

tific discipline based on measurement and on

not mere empirical observation; among the

analytical sciences, chronobiology tends to-

ward a relativistic position because it intro-

duces time as a necessary property in the

dynamic biologic system, alongside space,

mass, and energy. Time as the fburth dimen-

sion of living matter is accounted for as a

punctual (i.e. instantaneous time), progressive

(i.e. temporal duration), and recursive (i.e.

periodic) variable, inextricably present in any

normal or abRormal biologic observation. The

phi}osophy of dynamic systems provides the

premise of chronobiologic methodology. In-

staRtaneous time and duration are the bases of

numerical noR-inferelttial procedures (i.e.

macroscopic chronobiometry); the period sub-

stantiates aRalytical, lnfiuential methods (i.e.

miroscopic chronobiometry). The indetermi-

nistic scientific model of chroRobiology poses

as the epistemologic a}ternative to the purely

quantal, deterministic systems of analytical

science. It must be stressed, however, that

chronobiology does not want to be an altema-

tive science. Its epistemologic position hoids

that the biologic "quaRtum" canBot exist with-

out the biologic "tempus". A detemporalized

quantum indeed would remove the historical

sequence from the biologic event siRce "be-

fbre" and "after" would lose the auto-
correlation which characterizes them. In biolo-

gy nothing occurs without a precedent.
"Natura non facit saltum:" the evolution of

Ratural events, inc}uding biologic ones, canRot

be conceived, nor mexist outside a "consecutio

          })temporum.
  Finally, it is Recessary to point out that

chronobiology explores biologic matter in its

"phyletic past" (i.e. paleochronobiology), aRd

"ontogenetic present" (i.e. neochronobiology),

through both basic and applied research.

Chronobiology thus articulates its priRciples

and methodology not only to gratify heuristic

and eidetic pursuits (basic chronobiology), but

also to fulfill pragmatic purposes (applied

chronobiology). In this, it seeks to safeguard

healthlnormalcy iR the plant and animal kiRg-

dom. For this reason, we believe that chrono-

biology can be more suitably defined as the

scientific discipline that studies periodic biolo-

gic events while aiming to understand their
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laws and nature, describing and quantifying

their structure, utilizing their properties, and

cerrecting their abnormalities, in the attempt

to promote individual health and the preserva-

tion of the species.

    PHILOSOPHICAL-SCIENTIfiC PRINCIPLES

  Ascribing to chronobiology a philosophical

basis could seem, on the surface, audacious, if

not outright hazardous, and as yet another

infelicitous intrusien of the "non-scieRtific"

upon the "scieRtific." However, dismissing the

phi}osophical question would shortchaRge
chroRobiology as scientific doctrine as well as

underestimate the import of philosophy upon

the genesis and evolutioR of Science. The

dichotomy between philosophy and science is

deeply felt today: mutua} cautiousRess and

suspicion abound among scholars in both
disciplines, and the threat of heresy looms over

mquisitive "crossover" stuclies, as a "closed

shop" mentality is widening the cultural gap

between the humanities and the sciences in

general. Some scieRtists tend to dismiss £he
history ef ideas as quaint and futile. It is easier

to pretend that science has developed in an

timeless, unbiased, ctiltural vacuum. The time

dimension can be equally disregarded in the

microcosm of biologic phenomena as iR the

macrocosm of human experience, but such

temporal dispensation limits the factual

accuracy of the natural phenomena observed

as well as the cri£ical faculty of the observer,

itselfa part ofsuch phenomena. The symbiosis

of science akd philosophy is yet readily trans-

payent; many a scientific hypothesis has been

advanced by a philosophical quest, aRd, in

turn, many a philosophical postulation has

matured in the course ef scientific pursuits.

  Chronobiology, beyoRd its pragmaticlinves-

tigative scope, has a set of tenets at its core

which prompt 'and motivate its eRdeavor.

Pivotal to chronobiology is the confutation of

such aR accepted coRcept as temporal sta-

tionarity. The origin of such a notioR can be

3

traced back to metaphysics, having being intro-

duced by Parmenides in his cosmic theory ofa

universe that is stationary in time and space.

Disserting on Pamenidism in the computer era

may appear con£rived and unnecessary, as the

Greek philosopher's idea has long been dis-

puted and relegated to the care ofhistorians of

philosophy. In reality, the thesis of Parmenid-

ism has been reproposed time altd again,

under different Iabels, producing tangible

effects in the history and epistemology of

Science. It bears i£s influence, notably, in the

concept of stability of the "milieu interieur"

put forth by C. Bemard3)- the putative father

of modern biology- as well as in C. Cannon's

law of homeostasis4) where the constancy of

biologic matter is adduced as fundamental

requisite of biodynamic systems. Chronobiolo-

gic teaching reprobates the heraeostatic visien

ef biologic matter insomuch as it heralds the

principle of biologic invariability or invariance,

which canno£ be reconciled with the ontogene-

tic and phylogenetic evolution ef Iiving matter.

Chronobiology, moreover, takes a dialectically

opposed view, and, on the strength of its

ratioRal antithesis, can be summoned in as a

new philosophy of "beingJ and becoming".

  The philosophicallscientific pith of chrono-

biology can be laid down in principles (Table

1). Of paramount relevaRce is the concep£ of

biologic iRstability, which exacts time as aR

esseRtial and inalienable entity, qualifying and

quaBtifying such instability. Time, hence, is a

biologic dimension, that is, an obligatory prop-

erty of biologic phenomena. One basic princF

ple of chronobiology states that living matter

and time constitute itecessarily a co-univocal

"sine qua noR;" in the paradigm of time as a

quantifiable dimension of dynamic biologic

phenomena, the general principles of science

are aflirmed, ChroRobiology advances the
theory of temporal relativity in biologic events

by providing the link between physics and

biology. EiRsteiR's mechanics affirms the re-

la£ivity of time in the dynamics of physical

phenomena. Chronobiology's mechanics
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Table 1. Principlesthatsubstantiatechronobiology

Biologic Time Relativity (Time as an entity necessary and co-univocal of biologic processes)

Non-linearity of biologic events or biologic periodicity

Spatial-temporal rheolgy of biologic rhythms along the irreversible linear axis of physical time

Clinospectrometry of biologic rhythms as function of age

Central chrono-organization of oscillating biologic functions

Biologic adaptation of biologic rhythms via synchronization with environmental cycles

Central hierarchical organization of biologic pacemakers

Multinodal network control of oscillating biologic functions

affirms the same truth in the dyRamic unfold-

ing of biologic even£s. B. Russell emphasized

that temporal events constitute the substance

of the world, setting modern physics on the

side of Heraclitus, and against Parmenides.

Chronobiology wholly accepts, and makes i£s

own, Heraclitus' "Panta Rei" and totally rejects

the "Immu£able Being" of Parmenides' eleatic

legacy, It must be clear, however, that biologic

relativity is not bound by a mere repropositien

of Heraclitus' perpetual fiow in its monotonic

linear model. It submits, instead, a meta-

heraclitean reassessment of biologic becoming.

Biological observation conducted within a

"temporal window" has indeed clarified that

the great majority of living events occur with a

systematically repetitive dynamic according to

a cyclic periodicity5). Biologic events thus oscil-

late periedically in their temporal dynamics

with a frequency of oscillation ranging from

milliseconds to years. The biologic organism

has oscillating features at all its functional

levels. It ensues that the biologic event is, by its

very nature, an undulating rhy£hmic event.

  In anether principle chronobiology, there-

fore, affirms the non}inearity ef biologic dyna-

mics, corriing close, if notjuxtaposing I. Prigo-

gine's vision of the physical universe: station-

ary time does not exist, it exists oRly in the

dynamics of stable systems6). Moreover, in

assertiRg the non-equilibrium of biology, chro-

kobiology is in agreement, again, with Prigo-

gine, that "the systems farthest from equilib-

rium undergo a traRsformation to attain an

even higher degree of order than existed
before instability set in". All this is legical. Far

from its point of equilibrium a systerr} caR

reach a potential which can be dissipated in

appropriate energy to fulfill transformational

and reconstitutional requirements. In other

words, a potential generates another potential,

hence an eRtropic/syntropic alternation, an

obligatory sequence of necessarily cyclic ups

aRd downs, a kon-linear periodici£y that ex-

plains the self-generatioB and self-
consumption of living matter as a function of

time.

  The salient point in the non-linear periodic-

ity of living processes pertains to the so-called

cyclization of time, which involves a closed-

cycle non-linear system. Here chronobielogic

progression would be of a circular type with

time turning upon itself-progressively sum-

ming itself up, and digressively zeroing itself at

every cycle. The cyclic time model has a

capacity for metempsychosis making time
appear re-traceable and re-livable. The circu-

lar model does not take into account"wear and

tear," nor progression toward extinctionl

death. The temporal mechanics of bielogic

dynamics according to set rhythms is reconcil-

able with chronologic evolution of the living

being. If we admit to an open-type system,

than time, per se, is irreversible and thus a

linear event, and cyclic oscillation, an anterog-

rade chronological progression, and thus a

spiral event.

  Along the time axis, cyclic bioligic becomiRg
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                    Fig. 1. Linear and periodic models of the aging process.

can be expressed by a helicoidal spiral (Fig. 1),

In elliptic rotation, the beginning of a cycle

entangles itself with the end of the previous

one, and "before" and "af£er" assume a real

historical progression. The spiraliform revolu-

tion indeed implies forwarding, directionality,

and irreversibility of temporallspatial advance-

ment. In biologic cycles a temporallspatial

distance is thus covered. This period consti-

tutes a duration in the existence of a living

organlsm.
  By conceiving of biologic rhythms as tem-

poral-spatial rheologic events, and not as

closed-loop circular phenemena, one can real-

ize how existence is intimately related to

bioperiodic repetitiveness.

  In the rhythmicity of living functions, life

has expressed its essence as instantaneity and

fiow. In this light, biologic rhythm acquires the

dimension ofa fundamental life unit, a metro-

Bome which concretely rneasures biologic

dynamism in its ceaseless becoming. The
attribution of a rheolegic property to biologic

rhythm yields the rheospectrometric concept

of existence - another fundamental principle
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Oversimplification of traditional

ofaging.
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models

of chrenobiology (Table l).

  AII forms of life in the animate world have a

beginning and an end. Time modulates the
rhythm of biologic existence, since life proces-
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ses are a function of time. Traditionally, life is

represented as a parabola aloRg the time axis,

or as a declining straight liRe (Fig. 2). in the

latter case, seResceRce is regarded as a phe-

nomenon beginning at birth; Anatole FraRce

writes "Rous etions deja si vieux qi}and nous

sommes nes". Chronobiologyjoins with its owR

eidetic view of lifeltime: a spiral which eRcir-

cles the time axis and whose spires express the

periodici£y of biologic events (Fig. 2). It must

be takeR into account, however, that with £he

increasing passing of time (i.e. years, decades)

the rhythmic properties of maRy vital fi-inc-

tioRs, thotigh retaiRing their periodic features,

uRdergo substantial change. Age-related
rhythmic remodeling is currently designated

as clinospectrometry (a i}eologism derived

from the Greek cliRos, meeting trend, aRd the

measurernent of spectrum wave frequeRcy).

  The chronoscopic variation in biologic
rhythms can be illustrated iR four patterns: 1.

Change in the oscillating mean level (MESOR);

2. change in the ex£eRsion of cyclic fluctuation

(amplitude); 8. timing displacement of the

sinusoidal oscillating crest (acrophase); and 4.

change in periodicity.

  From a heuristic point of view, age-related

rhythmometricvariationsyepresentchangesin

both tonic aRd phasic activities, proper to the

oscillating biologic function. MESOR clinos-

pectrometry represents the decline ofthe tonic

functiolt, while that of the amplitude, the

decline of the phasic func£ion. It follows that

the gerontological decline in phasic and tonic

ac£ivity can be graphically represented by a

progressive reductioi3 in harmoRic vibratioR

(Fig. 2). However, it rr}tist be noted that in the

chronobiologic description of evolutioR,

physical time remains a linear functioR whose

axis marks the seconds, minutes, hours, days,

etc., of passing life. Time [nust be liRear

otherwise we would have to postulate that the

angular velocity of light is greater than its

linear velocity, in order to cover the longer

circular space iR the same time unit. ChroRo-

biolegy uRderscores, therefore, the irreversi-

bility of the temporal momeRt, in antithesis

with the coRcept of cyclic time which is proper

to Eastern philosophy.

  Ifthroughoutthe history ofhumaR thought,

physical time has been widely theorized about,

albeit ofteR, out of its imll}anent construct,

traditional abstractlmetaphysical speculations

on the matter come to an abrupt end as
Newtonian mechanics and KaRtian philosophy

instantiate physical time as a priori quantifiable

datum. Biologic time has received less cog-

nuitant attention than physical time: theories

have been more timid, aRd remain pervaded

by incogrous transceRdentallreligious over-

tones, strayiRg from scientMclratioltal thought.

Epistemology, aware of this problem, currently

attempts to overcome the excessive conven-

tioRalism of "empirical criticism". Purposely

trying to settle the sharp controversy between

relativistic and deterministic positions, episte-

mologist V. Tonin examines the validity of the

irreversibility ef temporal action within a

broad context of biologic evolutionary capac-

ity-intended as the capacity for successive aRd

progressive Ievels ef variation7). For Tonini,

evolution is not a mere process of hemeostatic

and ecological adaptation, but an informatiok-

al process - a nen-llnear fuRctioR of all pre-

ceeding history converging oR a given biologic

forum.

  Left, hence, is an a}ternating of mutually

overlapping entropic and syRtropic processes.

On}y chronobio}ogy, it appears, extricates

biologic time from physical time: chronobiolo-

gy iRdeed regards orgaRismic time as a tem-

poral biologic structure, a property of the

ceaseless dynamics of life. The gero-
clinospectrometry (or gerospectroclinia) of

biologic functions represents aRother tenet of

chronobiology. P. Engel remarks, "Life is

woven of the warp aRd woof of space and
time"8).

  The rhythmic course of biologic events

perfectly explains the space-time symbiosis.

IRdeed, biologic rhythm is aR isometric system

iR isotropic space. The rheolegic property of
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biologic rhythms reiterating the irreversibility

of temporal action selves, thus, the long-

staRding antinomies of being and becoming,

state and metien, position and velocity, instan-

taneity and duratioit, memen: and fiow, etc. In

the uRstable "milieu interieur" ofliving matter,

biologic rhythm, moreover, offers objective

parameters for living phenomeRa, hence ap-

plyiRg the working definition ef the scientific

rnethod. Biologic rhythm, as gnome (from the

Greek unit of knowledge), does away with

empirical evaluations by putting forth isochre-

nous bioperiodicity as a medium to analyze the

dynamics of living phenomena. In reiteating

the temporal-spatial property of cyclic events,

it behooves us to mention A. B. Kristofferson's

"real-time criterion theory" which postulates

that cyclic biologic phenomenon is nothing

other than a time quantum9,iO).

  Kristofferson applies the concepts of quan-

tum mechanics to biology, joining in this

enterprise W. Weisenberg, an outstanding

thinker in the development of quantum
theory. Writing to Neils Bohr, EiseRberg re-

marks " perhaps the wealth of mathematical

forms hidden in quantum mechanics is Iarge

enough to embrace biologic forms". According

to Kristoferson's theory, the "cyclic biologic

qantum" has a temporal magnitude on the

order of milliseconds. Such a minimum tem-

poral biologic quantum coRstitutes the
elementary unit of time duration discrimina-

tion based on which the living organisms ef

phyletically higher order have cognizance and

certainty of time.

  Biologic rhythm as basic time quantum,

hence complements not only physical and
bielogic time, but also psychological time. In

the diatribe betweeR rela£ivistic and quantal

mechanics, chroRobiology is clearly more con-

sistent with EiRstein than with Max Planck.

Among the reasoRs for this is that subjective

time consciousness does not necessarily involve

a quantal step. As early as 1780 Guyau held

that the inner sensation of passing time de-

peRds on a duration estimateii), based ltot only

                                      7

oR quantitative but also oR' qualitative attri--

butes of dynamic events (Table 2). Time
sensiifig mechaRisms may thus be iRdeterrninis-

tic, based on temporal order discrimina£ion,

that is, en the temporal integyation of the

rhythmic sequence of movemeRt. The percep-

tioR of tirr}e resembles in some ways the

perceptiok of movement. JJ. Gibsen states

"events can be perceived but not time"i2). If

time were a physical entity unto itself, it would

have to exhibit an univocal independent
identity, measurable and freely perceived on

its own grounds without keed to resort to a

frame ef comparison extemal to the dynamic

system. In fact, time can eBly be perceived aRd

measured from ou£side ofthe dyRamic system:

externally observiBg motion or the change in

the s£ate of the system with respect to one oy

more fixed er motionless reference poiBts.

Relativistic mechanics corroborates such

observation by demoRstrating that inside a

system in motion, temporal lengthening or

expansioB-which time is subject to on account

of velocity - is not perceived.

  Experiments performed on subjects totally

isolated from the environment have yielded

much concurring data: cogRition of geophysic-

al time is lost, notwithstandiRg interna} refer-

eRce parameters such as time intervals of
physiological events (awake - sleep cycle, diure-

sis IRtervals, cardiac yhythm, etc.). At this poiRt

it is fittikg to ask if time is not an abstract entity

necessary to the cogBitive system, that is,

convenient for defining, comparing, and
measuring events that undergo change ofstate

or of place. Time is the logical by-product of

dynamics. Frorr} outside a system in traRs-

formation it is impossible to conceive of time.

As stated earlier, currentchronobiologic think-

ing is purposely relativistic in its approach, and

is little inclined to accept the quantum hypoth-

esis of living matter's sequential rhythms, not

wanting to admit a "time base", or a changeless

and unvariable entity which sLibtly would

revive, once again, Parmenides' "immt}ta-
bility".
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Table 2. Guyau'ssubjectivetimejudgementdeterminingfactors

IRtensity of given events

Intensity grading in the difference among events

Numerical quantity of events and numerical quantification of their differences

Number ofsuccessions per unit time of given events

Relationship among events: their intensity, similarities, differences, and position in

Time necessary to conceive of events and their interrelation

Level of attention span required by the events and the sensatien of pleasure or

accompanies them

Specific emotions solicited by the events

Our attitudes toward and expectations from given events

time

fatigue which

  The time quantum presupposes, among
other thiRgs, an interquantal latency, another

changeless entity representing the ouden
(from Greek nen-being), the non-entity, a kind

of non-time or time-pause. In the quantal view

of biology, becoming becomes discontinous,

due to con£iguity, as in a binary digital fiow.

Once agaiR, this is coktrary te the axiom

"Natura non facit saltum", which succinctly

affirms a continuous and analogic becoming in

the temporal unfolding of biologic functions.

Net only in physics but also in biology there is

thus and antagonism between the iRdetermi-

nistic and deterministic propositions of dyna-

mic processes. For chroRobiology's relativistic

thesis, periodic properties, and thus analogic

ones, imply instead the necessary existence of a

clock, as an eBtity which changes with time,

according to aR orderjudgement(which of£wo
events appears first in a series).

  The coRtrol of biologic time by internal

clocks gives rise to an additioltal principle of

chronobiology (Table 1). The existekce of a

biologic clock is Rot only a practicallfunctional

requiremekt, but also a theoreticalllogical one.

In relativistic physics, the relatioR among

several dynamic events is specified in Einstei-

nian terms of simultanei£y and successioR.

RepetitiveRess or recurreRce is a property of

physical-mainly geophysical - time, visibly

ascertainable iB the alternation of days and

seasons, which presupposes an entity capable

ing (information gathering) and of remember-

ing the previous occurrence of a given event.

Thus, in order to perceive and measure

physical £ime, a timing device external to the

intrinsic property of time - a clock - is required.

In relativistic biology, that is, in chronobiology,

the simultaneity succession and repetitiveness

of vital events are cogently stressed. The

biologic clock is logically and functionally

necessary. To discriminate time something

that mimics temperal fiow must exist in all

living systems. The term "internal clock",

coined in 1933 by Hoaglandi8), records the

passing ef time in the fash'ion of a tape

recorder's "counter". In the economy of living

matter these devices are essential cognitive

instruments in the fulfi11ment of vital func-

tions, as they provide a "temporal horizoR" as a

refereRce for temporal self-regulatioR and for

self-consciousness. The trinomial set of simul-

taReity, succession, and repetitiveness probe

the quality of physical time. The rheologic

principle ofbiologic rhythm proposes, instead,

other properties as specific time attributes of

living organisms. In the periodicity of biologic

eveRts, the capacity of liviRg matter to regeRer-

ate its morphelogy and structure according to

a timely agenda must be considered. The

biologic clock has the capacity to program

living matter to self-sustainiltg, functional self-

organizatior}. Self-organization implicates, in

turn, the processing aRd memorization of data
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in the vita} substrate. The epistemologic mag-

nitude of this concept is awesome; not surpri-

singly it ellicts enthusiastic consensus among

contemporary thinkers. V. Tonini holds that

"both phylogefietic and ontogeRetic biologic

dynarnics are grounded on memory equipped

iRformational systems. Accordingly, the evolu-

tion ofa giveit biologic configuration at a given

moment occurs as a non-linear functioR of

altemating entropiclsyntropic processes which

were mutually imbricated and ensued one
aRother according the alternating rhythms"i4).

The self-preservation property of living mat-

ter, which materialize iR the periodic course of

biologic rhythm, represents, thus, a program-

med interchaBge of vital energy. In £his view,

biologic clocks take on the function of timers,

conferring a rhythmic cadence to biologic

events.

  Drawing agaiR en physics, biologic clocks

have been variously referred to as "biologic

time doRors", "oscillators", " pacemakers" or in

C. Pittendrigh's rendition, automatic pulse

generating mechanisms that self-sustain
osci'llationi5). The biologic pacemaker is,

hence, the programming elementary unit of
life in that it chrono-organizes the fi.inctioning

of living matter. One must, however, neces-

sarily accept that the ability for cyclic temporal

programming exists in genetic heredity in

addition to thecapacity for cloning substance

and function. I. Prigogine and I. Steingers

admit that self-organization is the key to life.

"We are tempted to go so far as £o say, that

once the conditioRs for self-organization are

sa£isfied, life becomes as predictable as the

B6nard instability of a falling stone". A princi-

ple of Chronebiology expounds such a thesis

proposing chrono-organization as essential to

biologic material (Table 1). The naturalistic

analysis of the biologic world clarifies how

living organisms interact with an ever-
changing environment. Survivability exacts the

in£erna}iza£ion ofchange. A biologic clock that

chrono-programs vital fuRctions must, then,

display adaptational skills and be interfaced

with the external and intemal environment.

The clock's bipolar interfacing explains the

adaptability of biologic temporal program-

ming toward environmental conditions acting

in periodic succession (namely, light-darkness

alterRaRce, seasons, occupational rhythms,

etc.) and therefbre termed entraining
agentsi5), or Zeitgerbersi6) (firom the German

timeldonors) or synchronizersi>. The adaptive

capaci£y of biologic clocks has been demons-

trated by experiments performed on indi-
viduals liviRg in total isolation, cognitively time

shielded. These subjects, besides failiRg to

estimate physical time, exhibit free-running

cycles iR place of circadian ones. The biologic

clock, by recording external stimuli and prog-

ramming intemal events, coordinates, in un-

ison, bioiogic and physical time, contributing

to the adapatability of Iiving-matter chrono-

organization. It is not our purpose to describe

the mechanics of biologic clocks. It is instead

germane te eur aim to illustrate their function-

al role and their location.

  A priniciple of chronobiology pertains, in

fac£, to the hierarchical disposition of biologic

pacemakers. It was stated earlier that biologic

rhythms are present in all forms of }iving

organization. In eukaryotic orgaRisms, frem

the unicellular ones to man, the site of pace-

makers is, thus, ubiquitous. Any living system

presents two fundamental aspects: 1. coor-

dination of multiple oscillating biologic proces-

ses; 2. central organization of their behavior.

For the accomplishment of these functioRs, a

central control is necessary, a sort of govern-

ment, as it were, that organizes and synchro-

Rizes the multitude of peripheral biologic clock

units. Left to its own devices, each biologic

clock would confer a "free-runRing" rhythm to

the organism, enacting in the general economy

of life the "whole within the whole" axiom of

Anaxagoras' philosophy. The hylozeic panvi-

talism inherent in such a concept does not, in

practice, translate xNrell into physical coordina-

tion among parts. Unitarian fuRctionalism is

ill-suited for the biologic complexity of plur-
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icellu}ar organisms of higher phyletie order,

Chronobiologic research has otherwise clar-

ified that the bio-periodic functional arraRge-

ment is insured by biologic clocks placed in

hierachical order with ever-increasing apical

command competencies in the molecular, tis-

sue, organic, and organismic configuration.

Such a vertical structure admits the centrality

of govemance, a "central drive" collectively

represented by primary biologic clocks which

set in unisen the innumerable peripheral

pacemakers charged with ever more regional

time-monitoring responsibility. The biologic

clock that ceRtrally harmonizes biologic time

may be considered an iterative device which

carries out the function of Anaxagoras' Nous:

that is, of a central intellect. Says Aschoff,

"there is ample evidence that the clock repre-

sents a multioscillatory system which comprises

driving (self-sustaining) and drive (self-
sustainiRg as well as damped) units"i7). The

primary oscillator may thus be considered a

center which weaves together functions of

separate areas according to a precisely cen-

ceived rhythmic programme. Considering
these features, the central pacemaker can oRly

reside in non-mitotic tissue. The logical locus

ofcentral pacemakers is the pest-mitotic tissue

of the central nervous system, especially the

hypothalamus in mammals, and the pineal

gland in birds and lower vertebrates, The

pacemaker could be regarded, at first, as a

kind of Talete's arche, "the genesis of all time".

This in reality is net the case. The biologic

clock is a post-natal structure, incapable in

itself of initiating a rhythm. Rather, it coordin-

ates a program prompted at the genetic level.

The central coordination of cyc}ic vital func-

tionsintroducestheprincipleofchronobiology

which overrides the axial system vision of

biologic function.

  Chronobiology contests biologic fuRctions

that cybemation conceives as simple "feed-

forward" and "feed-back" mechanisms. Biolo-

gic communication traffic between command

centers' and outpost stations canRot but be

based on Retwork-type pathways, as in an

iRteractive integrated multisystem in which

data reciprocally circulates via "lateral"

mechanisms otherwise kBown as "feed-
sideward mechanisrns"}8'i9). From this correla-

tional network derives the "central" chrono-

modulation which reRders life a eurhythmic

course of cyclic bioligic events.
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